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We were bom to unite with our fellow men, and to join in community with the human
*Cicero

tace.

The life I touch for good or

ill will touch another life,

and that in tuffr another, until who

knows where the trembling stops or in what far place my touch be felt.
-Fredrick Buechner
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Abstract
The face of healthcare and our society are changing. People have difificulty accessing or paying

for health services. One approach to meeting the needs of the underserved is the utilization of
nursing centers. The Augsburg College Departrnent, in collahoration with Cenkal Lutheran
Church, rnaintains a no fee ntuse managed center. Many nursing centers face continual

diffrculties in remaining viable orhave closed because of funding issues. This project was
developed to garner support for the Augsbr:rg Central Nr:rsing Center from Evangelical Lutheran
Chr:rches in America (ELCA) churches in the zuea Fostering this relationship can provide
necessary items and rnonies for the center while being a positive element for clients, nurses,

the communify alike.
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Beyond Florence Ni ghtingale
Chapter I The project background

In the middle of the nineteenth century, Florence Nigtrtingale published her perspectives
in a book titled, if,ofes on Nurstng: What It Is and What It Is Not. Amongst her notes,

she

expounds on the need for sanitation, the relationship of the patient to the environrnent, the power

of nursing observation as well as the various duties and responsibilities that a nurse may face
fi-{ightingale, 1859/1992). Since that time nursing has expanded in a wide variety of roles and
responsibilities. The profession of nursing has grown in correlation with the needs of society,
culture, and an increasing body of knowledge. The growth of nursing since Nigtrtingale's time
has created varied reasons

for entering the nursing profession. The most frequent, and seemingly

fundamental, rationale is the desire to assist others. One place of nursing presence is the

Augsburg Central Nursing Center (ACNC) in Mimeapolis, Minnesota. ACNC is nurse managed
and is based on nursing models of care instead of medical models. There is no physician

oversight and care is not meant to diagnose and treat illness but is to assist the client in healing.
As Nightingale purports,

oowhat

nursing has to do is put the patient in the best condition for

nature to act upotr him" (Nightingale, 1859/1992,p.

75). A more contemporary

leader in

nursing, Marttra Rogers, believed that the practice of mrsing is the use of nursing knowledge for
the service of humankind. The ACNC is an exa:mple of what Florence Nightingale, over one
hundred years flBo, may have envisioned for the development of the nr.rsing profession.

In a collaborative effort between Augsburg College, Cenkal Lutheran Church, and Urban
Communities Association of Minneapolis, the Augsburg Central Nursing Center (ACNC)
opened in January

of

1993. The goal of this undertaking was to provide care to underserved

populations and to offer educational opportr:nities for nursing faculty and students. The
Augsburg Central Nursing Center continues to be in partnership with Central Lutheran Church
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ffid, ir 2004, was designated

as a Faith

in the City project because the center fosters the sense of

cooperation that Faith in the City cultivates.

ACNC is located at Central Lutheran Church in Minneapolis, MN. It is open on Mondays

from

10 a.m. to noon, Thursdays

from 1:00 to 2:30 p.rn. and on Sundays from 9:30 to

11

:00 a.m.

The Augsburg College Nwsing Center is open twelve months of the yeff although there are
reduced hours in the suillmer. Augsburg College faculty coordinators uue Ruth Enestvedt and

Linda Holt.
Over the past 15 years ACNC has grown in its outreach and its impact. Data is not yet
available for the 2A07-2008 year, but in 2006-2007 there were

lt97 visits to the ACNC during

the 101 days the center was open (Holt, 2007). Of those visits, 156 were fust time visits and

I039 were repeat visits. Recorded visits do not include those who come for hygiene supplies
only andlor do not wish to speak to

a nurse about heatth care issues.

Hygiene supplies include

feminine products, soap, razors, toothbrushes and toothpaste, skin and hair products, ffid
incontinence supplies for both adults and infants. White tube socks are the item of greatest
demand. During the past

yeff the center dispersed over 3 I00 pairs of socks although more were

requested.

In addition to the undergraduate RN to BSN students, several other nursing student
groups participate in the ACNC program. Druing 2006-2A0?, Ll

I r:ndergraduate students

utilized the center for clinical experiences. Those students are currently licensed registered
nurses enrolled in Augsburg College's BSN completion program and include nursing students

from both the Minneapolis and Rochester campuses. Five graduate nursing students came to the
center during the

fall.

Three nursing students from Norway were also able to have observational

time at Augsburg College Nusing Center

as

part of an exchange program (Holt, 2007).

2
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One unique aspect of ACNC is that there are no charges for care or caring. There are no
charges to the clients nor are reimbursements received for nursing services provided at the

center. While there are no direct monies from service coming into ACNC, the center does have
expenses. Most costs are covered by donations of time, money, and supplies. Central Lutheran

Church provides the space, utilities, janitorial, and security services. Last year Central Lutheran
Church also included the center in its annual budget. Nursing atumni have donated money and

materials. Churches and schools have had projects in which sosks or hygiene packets were
collected and assembled. According to the ?0A6-2007 Annual Report by Linda Holt, registered
nurses volunteered 129 hours. Augsburg College designates 4/6

full time equivalents (FTE) of

paid nursing faculty time to nm the nursing center (see Appendix).

It is the gracious support and sense of community that continues to keep the Augsburg
Cental Nursing Center viable. Sustainability is key in keeping ACNC

as a place

of care and

learning. Since the center is "no fee", it is imperative that others understand the fimction and
purpose ofthe center so that, through donations, it may continue to meet the needs of those that

utilize the cerrter.
Augsburg College in Minneapolis is an aftiliate of Evangelical Lutherans in America

(ELCA). It is one of twenty-eight colleges and universities across the united States that has this
connection to ELCA. The relationship between Augsburg Cotlege and ELCA is evident with the
parfrrership between Central Lutheran Church in Minneapolis and the Augsbnrg College nursing
center

In 1998, Augsburg College expanded its RN to BSN pro$am by starting an extension in
Rochester. There were originally 65 nurses registered in the aufumn of 1998. The Rochester
campus continued to flourish and was designated as an official branch campus of Augsburg

J
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College. Tofuy, the Rochester campus has over 400 students registered in a variety of majors
and is housed at Bethel Lutheran Church, another

ELCA church, The relationship and support

between communities, the campuses, and the churches is still in infancy and has multiple

opporhrnities for growttr and enhancement.
Theoretical Foundation
Whereas Florence Nightingale laid the groundwork for a conceptual model of nursing,
the theoretical framework of Martha Rogers witl be used in exploring the importance

of

academic nursing centers, specifically ACNC, to nursing faculty, nursing students, clients, and
cornmr:nities. Her theory, now known as the Science of Unitary Human Beings, is based on
several assumptions, one of which, the dual relationship betrnreen humans and their environment,
can be traced back to Nightingale (Fawcett, 2000). While having a few of the same fundarnental

beliefs as Florence Nightingale, Rogers' rnodel brings nursing into cantemporary society and
culture. Martha Rogers' belief in the non-linear and dynamic connection between human beings
and the environment truIy embodies the

whiding pace and needs of today's world.

Purpose of the Praject
The purpose of this graduate nrxsing project is to develop a pmgmm that can be
presented to the eight Evangelical Lutheran Church Association (ELCA) chgrches in Rochester,

Minnesota to garner support for the Augsburg College Nursing Center in Minneapolis. The
presentation would foster atr increased knowledge of the values" mission, and needs of Augsburg
Central Nursing Center and focus on the sense of shared comrmrnity with the Evangelieal
Churches in America andAugsburg College. The alignment ofthe local synod of churches with

Augsbug Rochester and the main camllus in Minneapolis could be beneficial in ACNC's
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sustainability. Since "synod" is Greek for "a way together" the building of this relationship
seems a natural

fit.

Sustaining the Augsburg Central Nursing Center has both societal and academic

importance. The center provides a healing and helping place for those who may not have access
to health ctue facilities, necessary supplies, and/or opportunities for health surveillance. ACNC is
a place to be heard,

and education

it is a place to be s&fe, and it is a place of shared knowledge, Providing

care

for clients and the communify allows nursing faculty and sn:dents practical

experience. The development of nr.using research can also be fostered at the center. The center
promotes the connection between academia and community and is a win-win situation for all

involved.
Every three years, the Wilder Research Center conducts a study of homelessness in
Miruresota. This study or survey is a one-day study and is one of the most comprehensive of its

kind in the United States. The most recent data published was from the study done in October of
2006. The irrformation gathered revealed that nightly, there are approximatety 9000 people

experiencing homelessness. Roughly 7000 people receive shelter of some sort during the night

while others seek shelter in places such as cars or under bridges (Minnesota Coalition for the
Horneless, 2008). It is remarkable to note that mothers and children are rnost often affected by
homelessness. Over 4600 children

will experience being homeless in Hennepin County during

the school year (www.Fleru:epin.us, 2008).
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2004, Hennepin County had about 9.3 percent

of its population living below the poverlry level. That translates to over 100,000 people in
Minneapolis Uying to exist on very little money. The Minnesota Department of Health (2005)
found that from 2001 to 2004, the rate of uninsured in the state rose from 5.4 to 6.7 percent. With

5
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the rising costs of health care and the current econornic slowdown, these percentages will, most

Iikely, continue to rise. It is key that the homeless, poverty stricken, flrrd working poor have
acces$ to health care resource$.

6
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Chapter II Literature Review

History of Nursing Centers
While it is often thought that nurse led centers are a relatively new phenomenon, in
actuality they can be traced back to 1893 and Lillian Wald's Heruy Street Settlement in New

York City (Mackey & McNiel, 2002). In 1916, also in New York City, Margaret Sanger opened
the first birth control center and the Frontier Nursing Seruice, founded by Mary Breckenridg*,
began in the 1920's in Kentucky. As the need for primary care developed, visiting nurse services

and other health centers began to dot the health care landscape. The change in nursing education
and the advent of nurse practitioners

in 1965 helped position the professional nurses into the

forefront of health promotion. Academic nursing centers began to be developed in the lg7g,s by

faculty to provide nursing services to the communrty a.rd to serve as educational opportunities
for nursing students, practice for faculty, and a setting for students and faculty alike to conduct
research (Knauth, I 994).

Benefits of Nursing Centers

Doris Glick (1999) lays out the stmcture, definitions, and services provided in her article
regarding holistic care at nursing centers. She recognizes that nursing centers are an innovative
and unique approach to serving clients and commwrity

within an ever*changing health care

environment. Glick promotes the fact that many nurse-managed centers are an example of a shift
from biomedical models of care to a holistic nursing model of caring. Core elements of nursing
center$, as highlighted by Glick, include assessment of client and community, interdisciptinary

collaboration, social justice, clients and services, primary care, and access to care. The
relationship between nurse and client, assessmsnt, education, and referral are examples

7
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holistic nursing practice that is not physician controlled nor is it the biomedical model of
diagnoses and curing. This is pure nwsing cars.
One of the advantages and benefits of an academic nursing center arethe learning

opportunities they can provide nursing students. In her article, Julia Sensenig (2007), discusses
the educational experiences of associate degree nursing students who spent clinical time at an

inner city nursing center in Pennsylvania. This collaborative pairing between the college and
nr.rsing center required the students to review literature, write reaction papers, participate in pre
and post conference discussions, and journal their experiences. The experience in community

health nwsing at the center allowed the students to obsenre the influence of culture and ethnicity
on health care choices and issues. Their clinical time also exposed the students to the needs of
those with inadequate or no health insurance, heightened their awareness of resources and

referral agencies, nrld allowed them to utilize critical thinking skills. It was found that the
students, when in the acute cffrs settings of the hospital, began to see their patients as apart of a

community. Evaluation of psychosocial and dismissal needs of the patients became more
important to the nursing student after their experiences at the irurer clinic nr:rsing center.
Sensenig discovered that nursing students were able to demonstrate theories of learning and

teaching, appreciated cultually diverse populations, and were able to refine their communication

skills. The tools of teaching and leaming, as described in her article, could be replicated in other
nursing programs that develop a collaborative relationship rarith nrrse led clinics.
Enhancing nursing practice, whether for a particular issue or population, is also one
advantage of nurse-rnanaged clinics. At the Johns Hopkins University School ofNursing's U/atd

Community Nursing Center, dealing with a high population of Hepatitis C patients led to the
developrnent of a health approach for those that were uninsured (Van Zandt,

I
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Kelley, 2002). The advanced practice nurses were able to design strategies and a model of care to
meet the needs of this particular population. The care rnodel included patient education that was

handled in a clear, concise, non-judgmental, ffid non-threatening manner. Education material
was wriffen in a simple, straightforward manner so that the patient was not overwhetmed with

information that would not be absorbed. This approach to education helped bring the patient
back for follow Ep and made referal to other agencies more acceptable.

During the creation and evaluation of this project, the strengths on nursing were brought
to the forefront. It was found that the underserved pose challenges to the ffaditional medical
model of prirnary care and that this model did not address many of the client needs. The
comprehensive care at the nurse managed center, along with its networking capabilities, patient
advocacy, and comrnunity partnerships served the nurses, clients, and communities in helping to

provide successful interventions. The model that was designed for Hepatitis C patients sould be
used for other at risk populatious thus enhancing nursing practice and knowledge.

Since many nursing centers operate with the mission of caring for underserved and

vulnerable populations, understanding the challenges ofthe patients and clients is crucial in
health promotion and education. Many individuals and families with limited flnances and/or lack

of insurance have inadequate access to health care. The barriers faced are multifaceted and may
include no primary care provider, transportation problems, language difficulties, and personal
value and belief systems (Kessler & A1verson, 2003). These obstacles result in ftagmented care

that focuses less on health promotion and disease prevention. Limited access results in the
underserved population being more likely to suffer from heart disease, diabetes, Bgd respiratory
diseases so that when

th*y do finally seek help, this population tends to have more severe health

problems. Kessler and Alverson (2003) believe that because of the barriers and fragmented care,
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one way to address the challenges and freat this population is to do so in a holistic manner that

works within the structure of the person's life and entire health status.
To accomplish this, Kessler and Alverson (2003) conducted a study of patients at a
nursing center in Indiana. They used a self reporting questionnaire on 82 patients at the nursing
center and found that although the clients sougtrt assistarrce on a particular issue, they were very

much interested in their overall state of health. The participants wanted more information on
mental health, women's health issues, and diet but what was striking was that nearly half of them
wanted to know "everything" or "anlrthing" that would help them become more healthy. The

conclusion was that lack of access to health care did not correlate with lack of desire to be
healthy and resulted in educational tools that best seled the population of clients at that clinic.
Providing caxe for the underserved requires a certain level of knowledge and
understanding. An article by Billings and Kowalski (2008) discusses importance of increasing
competency in treating the homeless population. The authors contend that nurses in hospital
settings, in partictrlar, have laheled the homeless and poverty stricken patients as 'ofrequent

flyers" or that they want to "ffeat 'em and steet '8m". Whether or not these labels are bom of

frustation, hopelessness in dealing with complex issues surrounding these patients, or lack of
knowledge, it is imperative that ttre attitude change.
The article reminds the reader that the complexity of the psychosocial needs of the
homeless continue to grow as funding and resources are being cut. Reduced funding or more

stringent eligibility criteria are limiting access to outpatient clinics, mental health facilities,
substance abuse centers, and affiordable housing. To assist the homeless a6d underserved

populations, nurses need to be innovative in planning care for people who may not have storage,
a place to rest, somewhere to bathe, or cooking

facilities.

10
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Key concepts and approaches for nurses to learn and use when working with homeless
and poor include eaming the patient's trust, collaborating with the patient, respect of the patient's

time, and moving at the patient's pace (Billings & Kowalski, 2008). The importance of these
methods address issues that may be significant to the client. The homeless often spend hours a
day firying to establish a place to sleep for the night so respect of time is significant. Because

of

their individual histories and experiences, the patients may be guarded, vague or suspect during

initial contacts. Developing a sense of trust and safety is the base for nurses to be able to offer
assistance and resources to the homeless and destitute. Collaboration is necessary in establishing

treatment, visits, and education. The collaborative trusting relationship must be a non-

judgmental, realistic, and maximize the person's strengths and resorucefulness.
Funding and Sustainabiltty
In an article written in 2004 by Esperat, Green, ffid Acton, the vision, mission, and

difficulties of maintainiag anursing center are discussed. It was noted that most academic
centers develop a mission and vision that often echoes the philosophy of the parent institution

while hying to meet the requirements of environmental factors. Those outside factors may
include accreditation and regulatory bodies as well as other stakeholders of the center. The
authors contend that this cau lead to constrained practice can conflicting interests, which in turn,
fnrsfrates and tires faculty who are stiving to meet academic and cornmunity needs.
Experat, Green, and Acton recognize that the nursing centers

filI multiple purposes

and

distinguish themselves in serving as a safery net for vulnerable and high risk populations within a
community. Because nwsing centers have complex goals, missions, ffid parErership*, funding is
often tenuous and inconsistent. This has led to the closure of almost fifty percent of nrusing
centers in the past twenty years. To keep a nursing center viable,

t1
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leadership realize that sustainability is dynamic and multifaceted. Needs of the population served
as

well

as the needs

of the ceuter itself will fluctuate and requires entrepreneurial guidance for

the sustainability and viability of an academic nursing center. They advocate leadership that
develops a strategic plan that allows for chaos and views this as an opporfirnity for action and

creativity,
The sustainability, high closure rate$, and management of nursing centers have become
more notable in review of the literatr:re. It is often believed that poor business marlagement has
Ied to closure of centers that are

truly serving

a need

within communities. Fiscal sustainability is

cited most frequently as a reason for closure of nursing centers (McBryde-Foster, 2005). The
author notes that increasing numbers of r:ninsured, slrrinking resources, and increased external

conffols will escalate the current health care crisis in the United States. The service and
provisions of nursing centers can impact this crisis but without sffong financial management,
centers

will have difficulty remaining open. The opporrunity

and positive influence nurse-

rnanaged centers can have during this crisis demonstrates the need to stay furrctional or the

full

potential of advanced practiced nursing can go unrealized. It is noted ttrat a stategic business
plan that allows for variables such as fixed cost$, increase volumes, unexpected costs,
reimbursement, and contributions must be created and maintained to keep nursing centers viable.

if,urse theorist
Martha Rogers was an innovative and scholarly nurse theorist and educator. According to
Fawcett (2000), Rogers was similar to Nightingale in the betief that man and the environment
were important in health care. Both women also believed in education and research. Martha
Rogers was a stong advocate of nursing as a science and that nwsing must develop its own

t?.
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Ianguage and knowledge. She believed that research and the addition of knowledge must be a

continual prosess in the practice of nursing.
Dr. Rogers' approach to nursing and its practice was drastic in comparison to other
developing theories at that time. She obserrred the many scientific developments as well as
societal changes and incorporated that into her theory. The prernise is heavily based on systems

theory. It is believed that Rogsrs was critical of "caring" as central to nursing practice. Placing
emphasis on caring was to reduce and isolate all that nursing is and can be (Smith, l99g).
Because the Science of the Unitary Hu:nan Being was so unusual and abstract, Rogers had many

supporters and many critics. Her theory was written in a manner that allows for the evolution and

refinement that would be inclusive of an expanding knowledge base. This is consistent with her
belief that new knowledge must be incorporated into nursing practice and that knowledge is
dynamic and ever changing.
According to Falco and Lobo (1996), the basic assumptions ofthe Science ofthe Unitary
Human Beings theory are that the human being is a unified whole possessing an individual

integrity and displaying characteristics that are more than and different than its parts. It is also
assumed that an individual and the environment are in continuous exchange of matter and

energy. The third assumption is that human beings develop irreversibly and unidirectionally
along a time-space continuum" It is assumed that life's pafferns are identifiable of individuals and

reflects their wholeness. The final assumption is that the human being has the capacity

of

abstraction, emotion, language and thoughf and sensation and imagery. Human beings can
perceive and ponder the universe.
The article continues to explain that Rogers took those assumptions and developed
concepts that include energy fields, openness, panidmensionality, and paftern. Energy fields have
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no boundaries, are dynamic and include both animate and inanimate objects. The openness of the
energy field allows exchange with other fields. Pandimensionality, a term coined by Rogers and

refined over time, describes reality without spacs or time consfraints, Finally, it is the
interchange of energy, described as a single wave, thar is dynamic, creative, ord continuous that

provides pattern.
Martha Rogers' theory, using these basic assumptions and concepts, consists ofthe
principles of honneodynamics (Fawcett, 2000). These principles include integrality, resonfficy,
and helicy. Integrality is the mutual, continuous interaction between human and environmental

fields. The identification of human and environmental fields by wave patterns moving from
lower to higher frequency is called resonancy. Finally, the principle of helicy deals with the
nature and direction of change in the human-environmental field. An open system is continually

new or different. Helicy encompasses this process and the patterns that ffie unpredictable,
dynamic, &rd increasingly diverse.

14
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III The Sustainability Project

Project preparation
As previously noted, nurse managed centers of health have an important place within the
community and academic culttrres. The Augsburg Central Nrxsing Center for Health Promotion
in Minneapolis, MN is supported by the Augsburg College Deparftnent of Nursing and is the
recipient of this project, Augsbrug College, affiliated with the Evangelical Lutheran Chruches of
America, has a branch campus in Rochester,

MN.

Because ACNC is free,

it is essential to create

partrerships and garner support within the commrurities of Minneapolis, Rochester, and the

ELCA churches. Increasing artrareness of the nursing center amongst the ELCA churches in
Rochester is the foeal point of this project.

MarthaRogers'theoryofthe Science of Unitary Human Beings was used as the author's
frarnework while exploring the ACNC, revie*ing literature, flrrd developing the project. The

work of Rogers is complicated, abstract, and sometimes difficult to apply but because her
concepts rely heavily on systems theory, the interconnectedness between courmunities, churches,
staff, and clients seern appropriate for this project. Rogers higlrlights the relationship between the
human being and the environrnent. That relationship can extend from person to person, chruch to
church, or city to city.

Fawcett (2000) notes that Rogers believed the Science of the Unitary Human Being was a
pandimensional view of people and their world. Martha Rogers also believed that nursing
practice, based onthe purpose of the Science of the Unitary Human Being, is to prornotehealth
and well-being for persons wherever they are in life" Health and well-being is not the opposite

of

illness and cure, It encompasses the dynamic energy between the fields of man and envirorunent,
and flows with heliacy, resonancy, and intregality.

15
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of others in society, and the relationship building that is the core of this project. The
underpinnings of Rogers' theory were used in the formulation of the project but it was more so
the inclusion of Rogers' assumptions and beliefs that carry more validity for this project.

The first stage of this project involved communication with the faculty of the Augsburg
Central Nursing Center. Learning more about the historical background of the center helped lay
the foundation of the project. Copies of the last annual report, a paper about the nrusing center,
and a power point presentation added to the information gathering process. Both faculty advisors

were asked what they wanted for ACNC in a "wish list" forrnat. This data is also vital in laying

out a presentation to the chruehes in Rochester.

A

search of the internet led to a site in which direction for how to ask for donations was

laid out. It was noted that many companies, groups, and individuals are witling to donate but are
never asked. The site recognized that asking is difficult but outlines steps to increase succsss.
Person to person is the best way of asking for a fiuancial or in-kind donation. They suggest

it

needs to be the right prospect shauld be asked by the right person at the right time in the right

way and the right amount or request. To do so requires establishing a relationship, explanation of
the mission, and the identification of needs. Presentations should be framed from the perspective

of the recipient and should captue both the heart and mind (National Service Resources, 2008).
Assessing and planning for the target audience was addressed. There are eigtrt ELCA
churches in Rochester. They include Bethel Lutherano Zumbro Lutheran, People of Hope

Lutheran, Hosanna Lutheran, Gloria Dei Lutheran, Good Shepherd Lutheran, Mount Olive
Lutheran, ffid Our Savior's Lutheran churches. Each church has councils, groups, or ministries
to whom a presentation could be made.
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Additionally, an exploration of the Evangelical Lutheran Churches of Arnerica website
was part of the assessment. ELCA philosophies and mission statements were forxrd there. One

major connection expressed on the site addressed health and healthcare. The site conveys the

conviction that "health is cenftal to our well-being, vital to relationships, and helps us live out
ourvocations in family, work, and community. Caring forthe health of others expressesboth
love for our neighbors and responsibility for a just society" @vangelicat Lutheran Church in
Amerisa, 2008, para. 1).
The decision was made to creats a power point presentation that could be presented in

approximately fifteen minutes. A more limited presentation would be appropriate for board and
council meetings that may have time resfrictions. The quantity of time can be adjusted with mors
discussion during the presentation and/or a question and il]swer period after the slides. The
power point presentation

will become the properfy of the Augsburg College Department of

Nursing. This will permit the Departrnent of Nursing to utilize the presentation in the future.
The presenter must contact the various chrrches and arrange times to meet with the

councils and groups that are appropriate for each particular congregation. Implementation of the
presentation process itself may take six months to one year depending on the availability of time
on the schedules of the churches. The swrrmer months may not be the most suitable time for the
acfual presentation sincs many church councils meet less regularly over the summer months.
The presentation can be seen at the end of the papsr (see Appendix B). The individual
slides are not numbered or labeled as pictures or tables but are shown in sequential order so that
the reader can observe the flow of the project. The speaker notes for the power point are also not

included.
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Chapter IV Evaluation, Recommendations, and Implication

Evaluation

At this point in time, evaluation of the actual sustainabilrty project cannot be completed
since the presentation has not yet been made to the local commtrnity. For the purpose of this

chapter, findings and evaluation will be based on assumptions of a post presentation position.
The actual findings and evaluation can be critiqued at a future date.
One aspect of the evaluation process of the presentation is to be aware of the reception,
questions, and discussion that the presentation raises amongst the target audience. Attention to
the discussion and questions raised can indicate the strengths and weaknesses of the presentation.
Areas of wealuress car be reworked and resolved, thus providing a project that is more
acceptable to the community. Points of strengh can be hightighted to create a more positive a:rd
focused address. Consideration of the feedback must be incorporated into the project and must be

ar ongoing process since the needs of the center and the audience itself is not static and may
fluctuate.
Another assessmsnt of the sustainability project would be inconning donations of supplies
and funds from the Rochester community, This aspect would be the most visible measgre

of

achievement. This data could be part of the annual report that,according to Veeser and Mackey

(2008), is an evaluation tool in itself and one that is often overlooked by nursing centers.
Continued donations of funds and supplies is crucial inrnaintainingthe center's success andwill
help to prepare ACNC for the possibility of increased needs from marginalized populations.
To evaluate the connection between people and communities would be the most difficult,
or nearly impossible, to assess. But awareness and education can never be taken back, The
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attempt to create a relationship between communities, the dissemination of knowledge regarding
the underserved and homeless population, the mission of ACNC, and the needs of dealing with

marginalized populations ultimately plant seeds of conseiousness among members of the
audience.

Recommendations
The establishment of a volunteer subcommittee of the advisory board for the Augsburg
Central Nursing Center that would oversee donations and fi:ndraising efforts would be beneficial

for the center. This board would relieve the faculty coordinators from this responsibility. It
would also create a consistent venue for the center, faculty, ffid community regarding
fundraising, donati on drives, and presentation opportunities.
The collection of gifts could be documented and that data shrdied for trends in giving.

This could lead to practical information such as the time of year that might be best to make the
presentation and, in turn, yielding the greatest response to the request for donations. The

rnonitoring of gifts would also track particular items that seem to be the most forthcoming.
The power point presentation should be made to each ELCA chruch in the Rochester

community. The presenter cafl contact each church to gain access to the most appropriate group,
mission, or advisory committee. Once the presentation is made to each church, evaluation of the
process should be completed. This would be a benefit in making changes to the presentation. It

would probably be most advantageous to make the presentation annually or every other year to
keep the presence of Augsburg Central Nursing Center active within the church community.
The power point presentation, which is the propefly of Augsburg College Department

of

Nursing, could be given by nursing sflrdents for clinical or project experience, The brochpres that
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ACNC has developed ca$ support the presentation. This could be an ongoing educational
experience monitored by faculty an#or the advisory board.

A volunteer or alumna can also give the presentation. It rnay also be useful to make
changes in the presentation to move the arryareress and sustainability project into the

Minneapolis community. Developing the sense of kinship and consciousness between churches,
individuals, and cities for the support of Augsburg Central Nursing Center can only increase the
success of the center.

Impltcations
The continuation of the mission of ACNC has merit for clients, students, faculty, ffid

community. Those that need the resources of the center will have access to the services provided.
Awareness of the presence of the nursing center would also be helpful for cro$s referral between

local agencies. For students and faculty, there would be acontinued shared joumey of education
and life experience.

Augsburg Central Nursing Center can serve as the background for research for bsth

faculty and graduate students" One study or project that could be undertaken would address
health needs and health perceptions of the ACNC patients. To concentrate on these specific

clients can result, for example, in educational ruaterials and/or information that are tailored to
this particular client base. The enhancement of services and health promotion, if necessary, can
have positive consequences

for staff and patients alike.

A retrospective study of client and patient data could reveal trends that impact the nursing
center and ttre needs being addressed. To focus on the numbers of men, women, and children that

utilize ACNC, along urith the number of persons seeking provisions versus

a nurse,

would

indicate the direction of the centers needs. Identifieation of the increase or decrease of a specific
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population impacts the requirements of the center whether it involves the supplies essential to
have on hand, educational material necessary, or the access to other agencies.
One project that could he completed by an undergraduate sfudent, or students, would be

a

letter writing campaign. The students would work with faculty assessing the needs of the center
and strive to acquire those items. Letters could be written to Johnson and Johnson, apparel

cornpanies that make socks, or companies that market medications for athlete's foot. Letters to
the Deparfrnent of Health and Human Services fui Washington, D.C. could yield educational

material in other languages. This project would help registered nurses become active in the warld
outside of their current positions while attempting to provide for the needs of ttrose clients that
the center serves.
The implications for advanced practice nurses of the presentation itsetf are more
secondary in nafure" While an advanced practice nurse could present to the local churches, it is
sustaining the Augsburg Central Nursing Center that is critical. The center strives to rneet the
needs of those that are impoverished or homeless. It provides a site for the congregation

of

Central Lutheran Church to seek nursing services. Maintaining and supporting the ACNC is an
important element in helping those that need assistance and access to health care the most.
Keeping the nursing center opsn and viable is not going to end homelessness. It is not

going to decrease the number of people that have little or no health insurance. It is not going to
cure and fix people. But what the Augsburg Central Nursing Center
need.

will do is assist those in

It will provide surveillance of chronic illness and provide minor first aid. The center will

continue to prornote health and education and wilt refer to other necessary agencies. Most

significantly, the ACNC will be

a place

of trealing amidst an atmosphere of safety and

acceptance.
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Chapter V Conclusion
The face of our healthcare system, economy, and culture is rapidly changing. Nursing
must, and can, innovatively adapt to the changes and needs of clients and eommunity. As the
numbers of homeless, working poor' underinsured, and uninsured increase, it is necessary to

provide care and healing to those whom often need it the most. Nursing centers are one way to
meet this challenge.

Providing care for others, outside of mainstream medical treatment, is fraught with its
owrl issues. Foremost is funding and sustainability. Reimbursement for advanced practice nurses
varies from state to state and with each particular situation. Insurancs companies and the
govemment are reimbursing some clinics that use medical models of care and are oper;ating with
nurse practitioners. Numerous centers rely on funding from grants and academic institutions,

Nursing centers that are not being reimbursed must have leaders with community connections
and are called on to be creative in both obtaining and utilizing resources.

It is important when establishing

a

nursing center that the developers approach this from

the aspect of a business and as an entrepreneur. A sfrong mission statement and vision, goal
setting and achievement, as well as passion are valuable factors in the success of a nurse
managed nursing center. Failure and closure cannot he an option for that would disrupt the hope,

expectations, and connection of an already marginalized population. Once established, care and

forethought must be taken to maintain and enhance the services provided. Partnerships,
sollaborative practice, research funding, donation drives, and volunteer hours are all examples of
how a no fee nurse rnanaged center can sustain itself. The formation of a vohurteer advisory
board to handle funds, donation drives, and community awareness increases the chances

maintaining viability.
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There are distinct benefits for nurses to work or volunteer at nursing centers just as for
students to have clinical tirne there. Most nurses are employed in hospitals and acute care
settings. Nursing students spend the majority of their training in hospitals. Because of this, there
seems to be a

blwring of lines between medical models of diagnosis and curing, and nursing

models of healing and caring. Nursing is not about arterial lines, ventilators, intravenous drugs,

dialysis, or a slew of other tasks. In the face of heightened technology, regulatory practices, and
physician fuiven administrative systems, the experience of spending time at a nursing center is

helpful in re-focusing on the practice of nursing. It would be a reminder that ngrsing science,
from the perspective of Martha Rogers, provides a unique view of people and their world and

thatthe focus of nursing is different from any other field's experience of conceffr (Fawcett,
2000).

Often nurses feel the need to "do" or to ((fix" patients and clients. While working and
educational circumstances often put nurses into the

"fix"

and sr'rlo" sifuation, wB need to

rernember and constzurtly guard the practice of nursing. Nursing is not just a science. It is notjust
an art. Nursing is a combination of all scienees, all aspects of

life and humankind. Nursing is

shating life's journey with another human heing.

It

is this kind of nursing that is practiced at Augsburg Central Nursing Center. Yes, blood

pressules are taken, feet are cared for, and ears and eyes are checked but lives are also shared.

Individual stories are told and heard. The stories are not just listened to but also actually heard.
There is an exchange of knowledge and experience at ACNC. Treating those that are often a

marginalized population is done with dignify and respect. Clients can come for health care,
health education, monitoring or to receive hygienic supplies. Those that come to the center can

do so and feel safe.
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Each story or journey that is shared at ACNC is a learning experience for the nurses as

well. It is a chance to understand how choices, decisions, and circumstanses can alter one's life.
It may he an opportunity to step outside the comfort of one's own world and peer at the world
through another pair of eyes. The Augsburg Central Nursing Center allows for interactions that,
as

Martha Rogers would observe, create changes within a person that can never be undone.
Sustaining the Augsburg Central Nursing Center is a worthy endeavor. The center is

beneficial to all involved, be it nurse, client, or commrxdty. It is a place that has seryed many
people, cffi serve more, and can create educational andresearch opportunities. But most of all,
the Augsburg Central Nursing Center is a connection between people that is truly a celebration

of nursing and all that nursing is to client, professional, and cornmunity alike.
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Appendix

A

THE AUGSBURG CENTRAL NURSING CENTER
FOR HEALTH PROMOTION
AI\trMJAL REPORT
2006-2A07

The Augsburg Central Nrusing Center (ACNC) officially opened in January of I9g3 as a
partrrership of Augsburg College, Central Lutheran Church (CLC), and Urban Communities
Association of Minneapolis (UCAhif). The Nursing Center is set up with a dual focus: to provide
students and faculty with an opportunity to explore new ideas in nursing, and to provide nursing
cars to undersenred populations. This report will review the activities of the ACNC during the
fiscal year 2006-20A7.

AUGSBURG COLLEGE
This year we had 1 I1 students participating at the Center in connection with their
undergraduate classes. Our undergraduate students are all experienced RNs, having been
licensed after completing an Associate Degree program. They join our BSN *o*pl*tion program
while (in most cases) maintaining full-time work as RNs. We also received five graduate
students in the fall, and provided an observational experience for three exchange stgdents from
Norway.
CENTRAL LUTHERA}I CHURCH
Services at ACNC are provided at no charge to any visitor, and we receive no
reimbursements for nursing services. We do, however, incur expenses! Cenffal provides us with
a budget line in the congregational budget, and congregational members donate needed supplies.
The church also supports ACNC by providing rental space and janitorial and security servicls at
no charge.

UCAM
The Urban Communities Association of Minneapolis (UCAIfi serued as the fiscal agent
for the Nursing Center at the time of its founding. Charles Crowley, executive director of
UCAM, continued to serve the Center in an advisory capacity this year.

FAITH IN TI-IE CITY
It was in part due to conversations that took place within the format of a previous version
of Faith in the City that the Nursing Center carne into being. In 2004 the Nursing Center was
designated as a project of Faith in the City in recognition of the spirit of collaborarion that Faith
in the City aims to foster.

A SNAPSHOT OF THE YEAR; ACTIVITIES AND DECISIONS
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Summer 2006: We provided services one Sundily amonth, and all Mondays in Jrure.
After June, the CLC Clothes Closet continued to distribute hygiene supplies throughour the
remainder of the sunrmer.

Fall 2006: H/e provided observation/participation opportunities for 21 students from the
Rochester campus who were eruolled in one of the early courses in Augsburg's BSN completion
program. Forty-one other students came as well, representing the Metro area. We limit the
number of students that may come on a single day to two or three so that each one is able to
actively provide nursing care. Students artive % hour before the Center opens for orientation, and
stay an extra % hour after we close to reflect on their experience. We have found this debriefing
session to be helpful for both students and faculty. I
In OctobeL a homecoming gathering of alumni listened to Ruth Enestvedt describe her
recently-developed Model of Practice for our work at the Center. In November, a flu clinic drew
3 7 people. This year the fee for influ ewa immunizations increased from $ 1 9 to $25 per shot. We
were pleased to discover that Central's Neighborhood Ministries program chose to cover the cost
for this year's clinic.
Winter 2007: During the previous year we had received a request that we provide nursing
service to students from a charter school losated at Central, many of whom came from homeless
farnilies. This fall, together with Cheryl Leuning (chair of the Nursing Departrnent) we drew up a
proposal for a teaching assistant position that would be offered to a sfudent curently enrolled in
the MA in Nursing program. The TA position would inctude teaching responsibilities both at
Soul Academy and with community health students in the BSN completion program. Beginning
in February Sandy Finn began health teaching at Soul Academy, where she made wafin
connections with hoth students and faculty.

Another section of N330 students (15) came up from Rochester. Many of our students
work in intensive care or in units devoted to cardiac care, but few of them have had e4perience in
a community setting, and none have encountered independent nrusing such as we provid" at the
Nursing Center. Many students expressed surprise and appreciation for what they had
experienced at the Center.

Spring 2006: Two sections of )*T330 students came to us, 17 from Rochester and I I from
the Meto area- We also welcomed five Metro area undergrads who used the Center as home
base for their practicum in Community Health Nursing (N411). tn this class, students learn about
community resourses and how those services are viewed by the Culfural Guides who make use
of them.
At the end of the year ure learned that the sharter school had to be expelled from the
church because of financial mismanagement. The Church also came to the conclusion that its
space was not truly suitahle for use as a school, so an alternative way of using that space will be
drawn up.
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Due to budget cuts at the state level, UCAM staff hours had to be cut; Charles Crowley
informed us that he was leaving his position as executive director there. This nelus was met with
regret, as we have much appreciated his enthusiastic support.
We were open 10I days in the year 2006-2007, and our total number of recorded visits
was 1197 .
First time visits
I
Repeat visits
r 039

:

- 56

Average,nrrmb-or offecorded visits on Sunday

:10

Average qumber of regglded visits on Mondav
AJe[ase nwflber of recorded. visits. p$. Thursday

( 2005-2006
( 2005-2006
( 200s-2006

: g)
:16)
: 9)

2006-2007: g
2006-2007:17
2406-2007

Recorded visits do not include those persons who come to us for hygiene supplies only,
who do not ask to speak with a nurse about other matters. The actual number of people whom we
see on a given day greatly exceeds the number of recorded visits listed above. We view hygiene
supplies as a health maintenance service: supplies include such things as toothbrushes and
toothpaste, skin and hair care products (including razors), feminine hygiene items, incontinence
supplies for adults and infants; and white fube socks--the one item in greatest demand. During
this past year we distributed 3184 pair of socks, but were asked for many more.

DEMOGRAPHIQ$ OF VISITORS WTIO ASK T8 SPEAK WTTH A NUR$.E
Our practice has been to distribute hygiene supplies with no questions asked, and without
keeping records (except for socks) of what was distributed. Often, faces in the line become
familiar and from time to time a so-far-nflmslssr individual will take the next step in personal
risk and ask to speak with a nurse, at which time we do ask for a name and collect demographic
data. It is this second set of individuals whose visits become part of our statistical records.

Distribution:
Sunday

0-45 Years
46-60 Years
>60 Years

336:

232:

Monday
181 : 30Yo

l%

281 :
135 :

13%
86%

47Yo
23Yo

597 :100%

271:100%

Thursday

83 :

25o/o

192

=

331

: 100%

56 :

58%
17%

Type of residence:
On Sundays, 1% of the visitors had no permanent residence. On Mondays 40% wers
homeless, and on Thursdays 37yo had no permanent address. These numbers are slightly better
than last year, which in turn were slightly better than the previous year.
Gender:
Last year, women made up 30% of all visitors, on all days. This yew,we saw relatively
fewer women on Sunday (24Yo), but more on Monday {3?%) and Thursday (33%).
ttRace":

MT
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Sunday

onday

hr:rsday

96%

49%

42%

t%

3t%

4t%

>lYo

8%

l0%

<l%

6%

4%

7o/o

s%

3%

White

Black
America
n Lrdian
Hispanic
Other

Totals

rca%
99%
100%
Known imrnigrants made up about4/oof our clients. Many more stood in line for
supplies.

Tot
al

As-eessmsnt

Health
Teaching
Referrals,
including
pharmacy
vouchers
Hands-on Care

200
5-2006
r14

To
tal 20062007

t2

8

01

93

108

99

53*

97

39

167

143

Consultation
Other, OTC
197
533
We visw education as integral to all that we do, and as a mutual process in which
everybody participates as both leamer and teacher. Nurses may share knowledge coming from
nursing education and experience; visitors may share knowledge coming from the living-out of
marginality. Nursing theory helps us understand both the two-way nature of al I leaming, erd also
the necessity to learn from our clients in order to create meaningful heatth plans with them.
Knowledge shared in this mutual process lies at the core of what ACNC i s about. Because such
two*way teaching is difficult to measure, the number of teaching events listed here should be
regarded as a soft number.
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*We no Ionger provide pharmacy referrals. Instead we keep some
over-the-counter
(OTC) supplies on hand and use the category "Other" to indicate the provision of such supplies.
We give OTC items when requested in order to support independent efforts to handle health
problems before they escalate.
Hands-on care most often involves foot care or minor first-aid. Many of those we see
must be on their feet a great deal, and are seldom able to maintain good foot hygiene (including
well-fitting shoes and daily changes of socks).

Consultations often take place between clients and nurses, but may also include
consultations with other professional care providers. tn addition, ruuses may consult with nonprofessionals whose life experiences have taught them practical skills fal removed from those
skills that are usually taught in formal classroom settings. We have not attempted to keep
statistical records of the latter constrltations, however, ffid our consultants receive no fees from
us--€xcept in those cases in which they consent to serve as cultural guides for our sfudents.

STAFFIN
Staff
Coordinators
Augsburg

Hours
2005-2006
335

Hours
2006-2007
363*

t2

6

Faculty
Augsburg
Szudents: BSN/IyIA

21Urc
3A2/77

RN volunteers
Interpreters

219

129
18

35**

TOTAL

790

912

*These hours reflect tirne spent before and after
each Center opening to shelve supplies
and gather data. Other coordinator activities not recorded here include preparation of a Pr-actice
Model and its presentation to an alumni gathering, coordination of student experiences at the
Center and collaboration with other faculty in planning those experieuces, tracking of donatious
and writing acknowledgments, selecting, purchasing, and recording OTC items arrd hygiene
supplies, maintaining filancial records, leading Advisory Committee meetiogs, preparing
Advisory Committee minutes and annual report, maintaining communication with the Nursing
Department, consultation befween coordinators to consider current challenges and envision ilew
directions. We also spend time transporting and accompanying selected cliints to community
resources when indicated.
**We did not have a Spanish translator this yeffi, but sometimes we
were short-staffed, so
we asked one or another community person to help us out by distributing hygiene supplies.

INCOMEANDEXPENS.ES--c-.entqalLutheranAccounts
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We have a restricted fund at Central into which gifts are deposited. Our restricted fund
totaled $9838.57 at the beginning of the fiscal year 2006-2007, reflecting a very generous
donation made the previous year. We were also included in the congregation's budget for the
YEffi, and were given $2000 for that purpose. As the year progressed wi received
gifts
from members of the congregation, including money gathered specifically for socks
tlr6
women of the church on the fourth Sunday of each month. At the end of the year we liarned that
the congregation had included the Ntrsing Center in a distribution of investment income. Again
and again, we are reminded of the support given to us by Central Lutheran Churchl

**y

Beginning balance in CLC

funds:

Restricted

Budget

Fund

Church

$983 8.57

$2000.00

fncome
Donations from Central
677.00
Gift from a non-Central member who had
heard about the work of
200.00
Investment income
67g.Is
gf
Cash income for 2006 -2007
-SSe f S

rnembers

ACNC
distribution
:

Total availahle funds
$2000.00

-

$11,394.72

Expenses
Purchase of OTC and hygiene supplies

$ 1,5

10.70

$2,195.24
Expenses related to Advisory Comm.
58.55

$2,734.t3
Transfer to budget line

234.t3
Total expensefor 2006-2007

+

:

.13

$1,803-39

Ending Balance:

$9,709.34

0.00

$

In-kind Gfts
Individual members of the congregation brought hygiene supplies. Sunday School
children gathered socks and mittens before Chrisfrnas, caried therin the proc*sriop of the
Magr, and then shared them with the Clothes Closet and with ACNC. In the spring the children
prepared hygiene kits-300 of them!*and had them blessed at two se1ices tefoie giving them
to the Center.
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We also received hygiene kits from children at Como Park Lutheran in St. Paul. A large
box of wool socks came in from Lifile Cedar and Marshall Lutheran Church (located near the
Minnesota-Iowa border), and our long-standing friends at House of Prayer Lutheran Church sent
us many, ffiffiY bars of soap. Periodically, one of our nurse volunteers brought in hygiene
supplies from her home congregation at Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd. Gethsemane
Lutheran Church of Hopkins sent us 280 pair of socks! Marlene Earll at Sun CountryAirlines
gathered numerous hygiene supplies from fellow employees. Nurse-students who participated in
the work at the Center often brought supplies or sent donations after they had comi. We ut*o
received supplies frorn alumd.
We have not attempted to estimate the monetary value of all these wonderful
contributions. There are other contributions, however, for which we can provide some estimates.
Other In-kind Contr ibutions

cLC: Rental ($5,330), utilities ($sll), security services ($500).

:

Total contribution

$6,361

Augsburg: Faculty tirne for a coordinator position shared by Ruth Enestvedt and Linda
Holt ($28'012). Assistance from the program assistant for the department of nursing, Sharon
Wade, ($395). During the summer of 2006, a member of the IT department arrang*d for ACNC
to receive a Ieased computer from Augsburg College. The lease will run for three years
($889/year). The nursing department paid for Sarrdy Finn's work as a TA ($3000): Highly
skilled nurses in the BSN program (l/2 of time at ACNC): 15I hours
@ffib/lg, f$+S:Oy.
Total conhibution :
$36,$26

($3so).

Unpaid professional nursing service; 129 hours @ $30/hr. ($3,gT0).
Assistance of community members in dishibution of supplies: 35 hours

@ $10/hr?
Total contribution

:

$4.22Q

Total in-kind contributions _
fi47,407

Augsbwg Account
Alumni who attended their Homecoming reunion in the fall responded very generously to
the presentation about ACNC with both money and supplies. Gifu also came from c-urrent
students and from faculty members. Monetary gifts were added to our designated account at

Augsbur8, rln account whieh we have decided to use to enhance students eiperiences, e.g. by
providing incentives for Cultural Guides who assist nurses in their learning of Communiiy
Health dynamics.

Beginning balance in Augsburg
Giffs added in 2006-2007
Ending balance

:

:

fund:

$3357.05
2s60.00
$5917.05
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Thank You
We cannot provide narles of everyone who contributed to ACNC in 2006-2007, because
many of the donations were group gifts and individually anonymous, A few names, however,
should be recognized:
Non-paid professional nurses: June Sand, Janet Ose, and Martha Gisselquist.
Commurrity assistants: Deb Rye and Patrick Matthews
Sunday School organizer: Edie Adams
Members of the Advisory Comrniuee: Bev Nilsson, Cheryl Leuning, Katherine
Baumgartner, Patrick Matthews, Paul,'Weiblen, Charles Crowley, Rev. G. Bintliff
(frrst % of yeafi and Jolene Baker (Znd half of year).
Our hearty thanks to each one!

J)
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Appendix B

tt/linneapolis, MN

E

1998 Augsburg Gollege, an
ELGA college, comes to

Rochester
RN to BSN programs begins with 65 students.
ln 2000, Augsburg outgrew Zumbro Lutheran
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JJ

Rochester hecomes official branch campus
Located at Bethel Lutheran Church

Today, over 400 adult learner$ earn
degrees through Augsburg Rochester
.Nursing
,Business
"Education
'Communication
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Support between the two Gampuses and
communities is important.

One area of importance is the Augsburg
Central Nursing Center
(ACNC)

Founded collaboratively between
Augsburg College, Central Lutheran
Church and the Urban Communities of
Minneapolis and began in 1gg3,
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The l\ilission of ACNC
s To provide care to those that are
homeless and underserved
s To provide care to congregation members
n To provide opportunities for nursing
students and faculty to practice, educate,
and conduct research

Augsburg Central Nursing Center is
a nurse managed center.

There is no fee for the services
provided.
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a

El

Hours of Augsburg Central Nursing
Center

Sunday

9.30am-11am

Monday

1Oam-12 pm

Thursday

1pm-2:30prn

EI

What services are provided at ACNC?
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q-

:t'

1i

:

Health Assessment
|':

Support and referrals
;)

I:

41
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tr

Health Education and Promotion

I

I

E'

BC

FEEQI
BEFED
AECEz.E
7tl|€LfsE
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"

Distribution of:
u Over the counter therapies

n Personal hygiene items
Sample shampoo & conditioner
s footh paste & tooth brushes
p Lotions and chap stick
e Razors and soap
a

e White Tube Socks

u Diapers for habies

E

Patients/clients coming to the
Augsburg Central Nursing Center
can feel:
o Safe
. Non-judged
r Heard
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During that year almost 8200 pairs of
white tube socks were distributed and
there were requests for more.

This number is an informal count of the
people that visit our center for hygiene
products.

From 2006-2007 there were 11gT
recorded visits.* 159 were first time visits.
These visits represent 1 :1 interactions
about personal health concerns.

" Recorded visits do not include those
persons requesting only hygiene products
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t'

Homelessness is a real issue in Minnesota
n0n any given night there are almost 9000
homeless with 2500 people having no
shelter or alternative shelter... cars,
bridges, "double bunking"
.Mothers and children are majority of
homeless in Hennepin County
.28o/o of homeless are military veterans

Homeless, working poor, uninsured
and underinsured numbers are
increasing in the U.S.

An unstable economy and rising
costs will cause more need for
access to affordable healthcare.
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Nursing centers, especially free centers
such a$ ACNC, have a definite place in
our society but funding and
sustainahility can be tenuous.

e,-rt

l'

Can you put Augsburg Central Nursing
Center on your mission list?
Can you help us help others?
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E

What is needed...
n White tube socks are needed and in big
demand.
u Hotel size shampoo and soap
m Toothbrushes

and toothpaste
u Feminine hygiene products
E lncontinence supplies for adults and
babies (diapers)
a Supplies for care of the feet

E'

Items needed (con't)....,

r Athletes foot lotions, sprays
= Antibiotic ointments

r Analgesics such as Tylenol or aspirin
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And financial donations.
AII money and supplies go direcily to the
clients and are not used for overhead,

Contacts: Ruth Enestvedt and Linda Holt
Augsburg College Department of Nursing
ft/inneapolis, MN

"Like good stewards of the manifold grace
of God, Serve one another with whatever
gift each of you has received."
1 Peter 4:10
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